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This we have now… is a five-movement work inspired by various spiritual texts, 
some liturgical (I. Trisagion) while others more secular in approach (II. Moving Water). 
Each one is connected by several motives that are eventually reunited within the final 
movement. The title comes from a poem under the same name by Rumi (1207-1273), 
which serves as the crux for the underlying, grander arch of this spiritually inspired work. 
This synthesis of sacred and secular, traditional with contemporary, is a personal 
expression of my own beliefs and a musical representation of the interconnecting belief 
systems throughout the world. 
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"This we have now"
Luke EllardI. Trisagion
for Flute, Oboe, Bb Clarinet, Bassoon, French Horn, Trombone, 
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Emphatic, steady q = 92
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Winds fading in and out, strings steady with pulse
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Flowing, meditative q = 60
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With more motion, questioning q = 106
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Building, becoming more intense q = 92
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Mysterious, cloudy q = 54
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Reverant, meditative q = 72
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With life and energy, joyful q = 132
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IV. Illumina faciem tuam
*Illumina Faciem Tuam
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Transitioning, reflecting, calming q = 100















































































































Resolving, slowly moving q = 58
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D Hymnlike, reverent, singing q = 58*
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F Building, energetic q = 132
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V. Benediction and Amen
